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Combat 2017

Information:

Name: Combat

Theme: Combat Adventure

Production year: 2017

Type: Solid State (SS)

Features:

1 playfield

4 flippers
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3 pop bumpers

4 eject holes

2 kickback lanes

2 ramps

2-bank spot targets (3)

2-bank drop targets (2)

3-bank spot targets (1)

4-bank drop targets (1)
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Title: Zaccaria Pinball - Combat 2017 Table
Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Magic Pixel Kft.
Release Date: 10 Mar, 2017
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Quite fun and interesting. A really common game.
It isn't very good
The most attractive point is plant on a planet. You can even connect to other planet. The crop roll around the planet. However, It
won't work after you close the game. I think this game isn't a idle game.
And this game is very expensive for this little content.
4/10. This is another game where I have very mixed feelings in reviewing it. I mean overall the game is good and its addicting,
however I will say you shouldn't 100% it. I as well as most people get stuck on 3-8 gold, the level is stupidly brutal in difficulty
and is a rather extreme difficulty spike.

But its a rather simple game with simple mechanics that sometimes you have to think to fully do well in it.. This game is both
frustrating and fun. The story, the graphics, the UI, the tile set symbols, amount of content are all good. Excellent, in fact.

The problem is that thried to take Mah Jong solitaire and make an action game out of it. You are supposed to solve the puzzles
as fast as you can, using power ups (cheats basically). That could be overlooked and ignored, but so many of the lvels are so
poorly designed, probably 30% of them, that you need to use the power ups to beat the stage.. And that sucks up the fun you had
been having up to then.

I'd recommend it, because there aren't a whole lot of games on steam like this. But it's somewhat targic, with more effort in
layout design they could have had a great game. Owned the for game 2 hours. Game has frozen then crashed ~12 times. Mad at
myself for not refunding. Instead of paid DLC how about fixing the ♥♥♥♥ing game?
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This game is fun and forgiving on those VR sensative stomachs. This game is fun it is just as much fun watching someone else
play as they dodge and shoot wildly. The Gun physics are great. The Graphics are cartoonish and fun, with a great story and
humor. The downside I found is the two handed weapons can be difficult at times, make sure VR sensors are placed well. so
your not covering a control from view. So far one of my Fav VR experiences.. 3ez5me.

Not bad tho.. Best game of the century.

Li'l debbies should add more maps and different modes.

Thank you, and god speed li'l debs.. I bought the game for US $ 0.08 ; sold three cards 0.13 LOL. Fresh game. GO FOR IT,
Babba!. This is my favorite game ever. GG orion you win.. NICHT KAUFEN~
1. ♥♥♥♥ Musik
2. 1. Level und schon kein Bock mehr.
3. Schlechte Grafik
4. ...
~Nicht empfehlenswert~. you need a super good comp or really goo graphics card to play. no campaign. not what you would
expect. 2\/10. Leaving a temp review to counteract the current massive influx of negative reviews. So far I really like it, but time
will tell.
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